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TASK 1: SHOPPING HABITS.    

A. REBECCA LEWES
Rebeca feels                                                 to spend a lot of money.

  Shopping helps her                                                            .       

 She likes                                                      on the best money can buy.                               
                                                                                 

Her                                                     determines whether she'll go shopping alone or with

 friends. 

B. SANDRA HAINES
Sandra is not                                                          money, but she doesn't like wasting it.
                                                                                                               

Sandra understands that  her friends shouldn't have to 
her if she wants to check prices in different shops.

C. VICTOR TEMPLETON
He doesn't want to                                                         out in order to purchase something.

He likes the idea of having all his purchases                                                        at home.
 

 He likes buying on                                                           because he can buy good
products at very low prices.

He's not concerned about                                                                                                       

D. MARY MARKS
 She believes that people do not care if child labour has been used in order to                     
                                                              .
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You will hear four people talking about their shopping habits. 
Complete the following sentences (1-10) with ONE, TWO or THREE words. 
You will hear the recording twice. Blank 0 has been done for you as an example.
(10 sentences x 1point=10marks) 
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TASK 2: RESCUE VOLUNTEER.    

0. Steve has been working as a search and 
rescue volunteer since:
A 1990
B 1991
C 1999

1. All the people who want to become a
 search and rescue volunteeer have
 
A. outdoor experience.
B. an eagerness to do the job.
C. entry-level qualifications.

2. Why does Steve get angry?

A. because people don't think about what they 
should take with them.
B. because they don't know how to find their way.
C. because the don't know how to cope in
emergencies.

3. According to Steve, the most useful thing 
to take with you in the mountain is:

A. a GPS device.
B. a waterproof torch.
C. waterproof matches.

4. Collecting rainwater is reliable

A. throughout the year.
B. only if it is from a safe source.
C. only in an emergency.

5. Steve's job these days involves

A. a bit more responsibility.
B. working longer hours.
C. greater planning.

6. According to Steve, climbing
 is a sport

A. for serious climbers only.
B. for those who enjoy taking risks.
C. for everyone to enjoy, provided 
that they are sensible.
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You will hear an interview with Steve Johnson, an experienced search and rescue volunteer. 
For questions 1-7 choose the best answer A, B or C according to what you hear. 
You will hear the recording twice. Blank 0 has been done for you as an example. (10 marks) 


